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DESIGN AN D EVALUATION OF AN ACTIVE VI BRATION
ABSORBER

L. S. Hatcher, Jr. * and D. M. Egle

School of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklo
homa

The com'entional spring,mass vibration absorbcr can be nscd dfccti"e1y for
only a narrow band of exciting freqnencies around its tnncd frcql1l'ncv, 111e "active
"ibration absorb<:r", by its abilih' to change its tunlx! frl'qUCIKI'. is useful OI'cr a
wider range of cxciting freqnl'ncits, Prcvions work has hl'l'n concerncd with the formnla·
tion of possible control s~'stems and with the experinll'ntal inl'Cstigation of specific
configurations for the active libration ahsorhn, This papn proenl\ a design prOl'l'dnfl',
"alid for any configuration, that indicatcs the propl'f absorher components for a par·
ticular application, The paper also reports on the inH'stigation of a simple actil'c
vibration absorber.

Control of vibration is an important con
sideration in design work. Large displace
ments produced when a structure is excited
at or near its natural frequcncy have been
responsible for structural failures, and fa
tigue caused by vibration has resulted in
other failures. But apart from complete
~tructural collapse, uncontrolled vibration
can result in high noisc levels which can
he \'Cf\' undesirable.

One method of controlling vihration is
to usc a vibration absorber. rI11C basic
theory behind the simple absorber is pre
sented in most vibrations textbooks, Figure
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reduced, and the added spring-mass system
acts as a vibrationabsorher. A typical plot
of the response of the primary system, with
the absorber attached, to a varying excita·
tion frequency is shown in Figure I. l11ere
arc now two resonant frequencies of the
system. This graph illustrates why a fixed
spring-mass absorber is impractical. Al
though it absorbs the vibration at its tuned
frequency, it does not function properly if
the exciting frequency varies, even a small
amount, from this set point, Because of
this limitation, recent investigations have
centered on an active vibration absorber
that changes its natural frequency in order
to keep the primary system response at a
low level over a wide range of exciting
frequencies.

11Iere arc a number of methods, both
electrical and mechanical, to varv the
natural frequency of an absorber (I - 5).
Ilowever, because of the complex and ex
pensive control systems and/or excessive
power requirements, these absorbers arc not
practical for all applications. Previous work
has been concerned mainly with excitation

, FIGURE I, Typical bcha\ior of a simple frequencies in a range corresponding to the
'pnng-mass absorber, absorber natural frequency range. Often, the

excitation frequency range may be greater
I depicts a primary system which is forced than anv practical absorber natural fre
~o vibrate under the hamlOnic excitation quency range. Unless this fact is considered
1:=::1'" sin w t. By attaching a spring-mass in absorber design, there will be two rcso
ystem tuned to the frequency of the exeit- nanees of the primary system when the ex
ng force such that w 2=k2/m2' the ampli- citation frequency is outside of the absorber
lIde of thc primary system can be greatly frequency range.

'Now Project Engineer, Celanese Chemical Company, Bay City, Texas.
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when:
mJ is the effective mass of the primary

system,
ms is the effective mass of the absorber,
k1 is the spring stiffness of the primary

system, and
k, is the effective spring stiffness of

the absorber.

By inserting the assumed solution to the
forced vibration problem of Xl = Xl sin Cl t
and X2 = X2 sin wt, the equations of motion
can be manipulated into the following ex
pression for the amplitude of the primary
system: ~ _ [ .. ,.,.".' J
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with absorber at extremes.

Equation 2 is the basis for the selection of
the absorber components. First, however,
the relationships for k2, m2, and ml must
be developed in terms of the physical and
geometrical properties of the particular
absorber configuration being considered.

Rayleigh's method can be used to obtain
these effective quantities for the natural
frequencies of the primary system and the
absorber at any motor position. An exact
solution is impractical because of the com
plexity of the problem. The expressions for
k2, m2, and ml are obtained for this ab
sorber configuration in the Appendix.

It is now possible to examine the varia
tion of the amplitude magnification factor
XdXo with the exciting frequency for any
set of absorber data and any position of the
absorber mass. It is informative to inspect
this variation with the absorber at its lowest
and highest natural frequency positions.
Figure 3 shows typical curves at these ab-
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Flcuu 2. The absorber components.

Purposes of this paper are: (a) to present
a design procedure for an active absorber
that functions properly for an extended ex
citation frequency range (a range greater
than the absorber natural frequency range);
(b) to apply this procedure to the construc
tion of a simple absorber system; and (c)
to evaluate the effectiveness of the absorber
for several types of exciting frequency vari
ation.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ABSORBER DESIGN

The basic configuration of the absorber
used is shown in Figure 2. A cantilever

MOTOR

GUIDE ROO

BRACE

with a movable mass was selected for the
absorber. This arrangement is desirable be
cause of its simplicity, and it also offers
size and weight advantages over most other
absorber types. The electric motor serves
as the source of mechanical power for tuning
the absorber system; it also serves as the
movable mass. Several alterations may make
the system more suitable for a particular
application, e.g., use of a hollow-shaft motor
but the design procedure is valid for any
configuration.

With the motor in any fixed position,
the a.hove syst~ behaves essentiaUy like
the simple s~nng'mass a~orber in Figure
1. The equations of mobon corresponding
to that system are

m;,tl • k2 (x2-x1) - k\x\+ FoSin wt

m;x
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;. IXI/Xol max \S. mass ratio
for \'ariom ahsorher data (aluminium

rods)
corresponds to the best ntilization of a par
ticular absorhcr on the primary system. The
original lIlass and spring constant of the
primary system arc the same for each point.
Also, the sizes of the brace and the push
rod, with the exception of its length, are

~orber positions. (The curves arc consider
abh' distorted from the curve shown in
Fiiurc I. l'his is because w~~ / W II.) These
cnn'es indicatc that the absorbcr is capable
of keeping rXdXn! below a certain level
for any ... For instance, the absorber is cap
abIc of keeping :XdXo! below Level B if
at exciting frequencics below W L the ab
sorber is tnncd to its highest natural fre
qUC\lcy, and if at exciting freqnencies abovc
w "it is tuned to its lowest natural fre
quency. For exciting frequencies in the ab
sorber natural frequency range, the absorbcr
can tunc itself so that w.... = w. and in
accordance with Equation i,- 'XliX,,' will be
minimized. This absorher is not capahle of
keeping the magnification factor bel0\\'

Le\TI A. At exciting frequencies hetween
points Ia and", L the absorher is unable to
find a position that will rednce rXdXn '

sufficienth·. '

It can he seen that a condition for the
absorber to function properly, i.e., to keep
XliX,,' below a certain specified le\'Cl
XI/X,,' III;JX for an extcndcd exciting frc-

<Juency rangc, is that corresponding "cut
off' frequcllCy points IIlUSt be \\'ithin the
natmal frequcncy range of the ahsorber.
Points Iband 2b, the cut-off points for
Le\'C1 B. lic hetween points W Land W II
while points Ia and 2a do not.

A particular absorber is hest utilized when
the two cllt-off points coincide "'ith the low
and high natural freqllency points. Given a
set of priman' and absorher S\'stem data, it is
possible to fii1d this point o(maximnm lItili
zation by altcring the absorber configura
tion and the vallie of IXI/Xol max' A computer
p.rogram was devised whieh utilizes Equa
tIon 2 and the relationships for effedin:
masses amI stiffnesscs to iterate to a design
point ncar that of maximum utilization.
111e program yields the final absorhcr length
and mass and final value of IXI/Xol max,

Two parameters of importance in applying
this device arc the ratio of the absorber S\'S

tem mass to the primary system mass, ai1d
the value of IX1/XoI max' Figures of and :;
indicate variations of these parameters for
the priman' and absorber svstems used in
this study.' Each point in Figures 4 and 5
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held constant. The remainder of the data
varies as indicated in the figures.

Curves in Figure 5, wherc the guide rods
are aluminum, indicate that a fixed weight
motor is best suited to a particular size rod.
This effect is less pronounced for the stain
less steel guide rods in Figure 4.

Curves in these figures arc independent
of the magnitude of the exciting force.
Hence, for a certain excitation, some of the
absorber data points may be incompatible;
i.e.. the guide rods may be unable to with
stand the necessary forcc because they are
improperly sized. This fact must be con
sidered in the absorber selcction.

Figures similar to 4 and 5 can be used ef
fectively to detemline an optimum absorbcr
design. By chccking the absorber compati
bility, it is possible to ohtain that ahsorber
with the least value of IXI/Xol.max for a
spccified lIlass ratio. In this case, for ex
ample. if the spccified mass ratio is 0.08,
Figure 5 yields the following possible values
of thc absorbcr components: a 2-ponnd
motor on 3/16-inch rods; a 1.75-pound
lIlotor on 1j~·iJlch rods; a lA-pound motor
on 3/B-inch rods; ctc. Figure 6 yields other
possible valucs. By cxamining the data sets
in relation to thcir ability to withstand the
11ecessan' force, the best ahsorber can be
selectcd: Convcrselv, the absorber with thc
least mass ratio can he ohtained for a
specified IXI/Xul max.

One set of data in Figme 5 indicates
that for this absorher and priman' svstcm. it
is possible to ohtain a valne of IX1/Xc,1 mall =
l8 for a mass ratio of 0.023. For the pri
mary system alone, IXJ/Xnl can reach a
value of slightly oyer 100 so that the reduc
tion of the amplitude magnification fac
tor is approximately 96~;' even for such a
small mas., ratio.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM

If the absorber is to function for an" c.'(
citing frequcncy, it must match its natural
frequency to the excitation frequcncy when
II) is within the absorber range. It must
tUIlC its natural frequency to the upper
limit whell '" is just below the range, and
tune its natural frequency to the lower
limit when '" is just above the range. These
requirements restrict the type of control

systems that can be used. Recent worle by
Bonesho and Bollinger (3) on a self-ad
justing absorber used a control system
which kept the phase angle between the ab
sorber and the main mass at 90 degrees.
11lis system is operable only for exciting
frequencies within the absorber range.

TIle control system adopted was previ
ouslv used bv Dunham and Egle (5). 11lis
system senseS the amplitude of the primary
mass and activates the absorher motor when
this amplitude exceeds the design level. The
motor then moves through the absorber fre
quency range until it finds the position
where the primary system amplitude is suf
ficientlv reduced.

11tis' control system has one apparent
weakness: it is not sensitive to the direction
that the absorber motor should move for
the amplitude reduction. For certain
changes in exciting frequency, the motor
may have to travel to the end of the guide
rods and back before it is properly posi
tioned. This may cause temporary insta
hility in the primary systcm amplitude.

l11is control svstem has two desirahle
featmes. First, the svstem responds directly
to the amplitude (;f the primary system.
Second. the control s\stelll is extremely
simple and inexpensi\'{:. The phase angle
control system previously mentioned re
quires sophisticated equipment. In its sim
plest form, this system. shown in Figure
6 (A), requires only a power supph- and

FICUllE 6. Absorber control S}'stc:m.
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appropriate switches. A piezoclectric acceler
ometer mounted on the primary mass was
lIsed to adi\'ate the absorber as shO\m in
Figure 6 (B). A mechal!ical \'ibration switch
in place of the activation circuit would
simplify the control system.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The primary and absorber systems used
in this experimental investigation can be
seen in the photograph in Figure 7. The

FICURE i. Prototype primary and absorber
systcms,

primary system consists of a framework
mounted on four flat bars and coupled to
an electrodynamic shaker. The shaker pro
\'ides the excitation through the coupling
spring, and the legs provide the restoring
force. The mass m pI of the primary sys
tem consists of the mass of the framework
plus the proper percentages of the spring
masses. The spring constant of the system,
kit is equal to the spring constant of the legs
plus that of the coupling spring. \Vith these
definitions this system approaches the pri
mary system model of Figure I used in
the design.

The absorber was constructed in accord
,mee ,,;th the configuration of Figure 2.
Ibe movable mass is an instantly reversible
I.e. motor with a weight of 2.26 pounds.
me guide rods are IIi-inch stainless steel.
Ibe application of the design procedure
lcscribed previously indicated that for these
omponents the absorber would function
lest for a value of /XI/XoI max = 1.55 and a
'lass ratio of 0.096. These values can be
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checked in Figure 5.

The curves in Figure 8 are presented as·'r,;~·".'~~ .bso~~, dCSil·Cu,,~
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FIGURE 8, Experimcntal \'crification of ah·
sorbcr dcsign,

(a) compares the calculated absorbcr natural
frequencies for various motor positions with
the expcrimental valucs which were deter
mined by varying the exciting frcquency
until the primary system amplitude was
minimized and by using the fact that "22

= ., at this point. l11C agreement is 110t
close at all motor positions, Howcver, at
the motor limits (at 1.75 inches and at
10.55 inches) the error is we]] below 1O'/t,
The natural frequency equation was formu
lated in a manner yielding close agreement
at the motor limits because these are the
absorber design points.

Curves (b) and (e) compare the experi
mental and the calculated plots of IXtlXo1
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vcrsus '" at the design points. For complete
validity, the absorber natural frequency
range used in the design must be within
the actual range. Using Rayleigh's method.
the actnal absorber natural frequencies wiJl
alwavs be less than those caleulated. There·
fore: the calculated valuc for the low fre
qucncy is acceptable in the design, but the
high calculated frequcncy must be reduccd
to a level helow the actual value. This was
accomplished by decreasing the calculated
frequency by I01t . 111is reduction accounts
for the fact that in the calculated plot of
curvc (b) '" does not coincide with the
calculated value of '" ~~ at thc point of
minimum IXI/X"I, An examination of the
actual experimental curves indicates that the
critical desigu points arc within the limits
needed for proper ahsorber operation.

The resnlts of the first test conducted
to determine the ahsorher effecti,'eness are
sho\\'n in Figme 9, The top cmvc in each
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the response under the same increasing fre
(Juency when the absorber was attached and
operating.

Curyes (a) and (b) correspond to the
slowest rate of increasing freqnency. 111e
ratio X,;X,,' reaches a ,'alue of neu 100
for tl~e primary system alone, while with
the absorher attachcd the response remained
below I) for a 9; ,; reduction. Although the
absorber was rated for a ;X1/Xu! max of 1.5),
the de,'ice could not he actiyated at this
level because of the Il\'stcresis of the acti
,'atiem relay [Figure 6(h)]. 111e motor had
to be acti,'ated at a value of IXI/X,,1 slightly
greater than 2 so that it would deactivate
whcn IXI/X,,1 rcturned below 1.;:;. The low
points in the enT\'CS after each motor activa
tion arc due in part to a momcntary decreasc
in the le,'c1 of excitation. This was caused
by a lag in the control system of the electro
ch'namic shaker, Peaks in CUT\'es that ex·
ceed the turn-on ,'alue of the absorber gen·
crall" occurred where the motor was re
quired to make a huge position or direction
change.

Cnn'es (c) and (d) reflect a more rapid
rate of increase in exciting frequency. 'l1lC
resonant peak of the primary system in this
ease dropped to a value of IXI/X,,1 = 60,
'Vith the ahsorber attached this response
remained helow 5 for a 91 ~I, reduction.

~~--_.- _ Curves (e) aud (f) again show the ab·
~ • _. '::=4 sorher functioning properly, For this rate of

frecluency IIlcrease the amplitude reductIon
: __ ____. was approximately RW;.

~ , FIgure 10 shows the primary system re-

~'[~il"'- ~:•.- m.·.. :e:'
~: . .::.=" ~:_"'"

~:~--- ;~~.~:_,
( .. ,,;., r .. , ••_, (,,. .../-1 ,;,,~ ~:l:::-

FICUllE 9. Response of the primal)' system. ..'
with and \\ithout the active absorber to increasing ;l'~__' .. ' ...
c.~citation frequencies.' ~. - . . - ...

.. ..,. .. ... .
set of plots gives the response (/X1/XoI) of
the. p~mary system alone to an increasing
e."(Cltahon frequency. The second curve gives

FICURE 10. Response of the primary system
with and without the active absorber, to increasilU
and then decreasing excitation frequencies. .



sponse to an increasing and then decreasing
cxciting frequency. TIle two upper curves
in each set were taken without the absorber
attachcd, while the lower curve was taken
with the absorber attached and operating.

Curves (a), (b), and (c) correspond to
a relatively slow rate of frequency change.
\Vith thc exception of one peak in the
primary system amplitude. the absorber
functioned as intended. l1lis peak occurred
again whcn the motor had to travel to the
absorber limit, revcrse itself, and return to
the proper position. Evcn in this adverse
situation, the reduction in IXdXol was ap
proximately 84(;; .

TIle exciting frequency varics more rapid
ly for curves (d), (e), and (f). It changed
rapidly enough that the primary system
did not fully respond to the second res
onance peak with the absorber motor in
its highest natural frequency position. This
probably occurred because the resonant peak
is relatively small as indicated in Figure
il(b). The result was that as the exciting
frequency increased beyond the absorber
range, the motor remained at the highest
frequency position instead of returning to
the low frequency end. Therefore, when
the exciting frequency began to decrease
the motor was in the proper position and
was headed in the proper direction. This
is why the instability peak of curve (c) is
absent in curve (f). The corresponding re
duction in IXdXll1 was approximately 93ifr.

The rcsults of another type of test which
WJS used in evaluating this absorber system
are given in Figure 11. Toe procedure used

fM:;-rllRMlfiB
('-,.. .ft ....,.., f,"\-"

(.rwe nl

FICUU n. Response of the primary system.
th the active absorber, to step changes in exciting
-queney.
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in this test was to change the exciting fre
quency as rapidly as possible (nearly instan
taneously) and record the associated re·
sponse of the primary system as the abo
sorber readjusted itself. \Vhen equilibrium
was achieved another frequency change
could be made. As can be seen from the
curves. a majority of the frequency changes
were focused around 18 cps, which is the
approximate natural frequency of the pri
mary system alone. Changes to and from
this frequency c-.llJsed the greatest insta
bility; therefore, these changes arc of par
ticular interest.

Considering the range of freqnencies in
volved, the absorber functioned verv well
for the arbitrary frequcncy changes; (or thc
most part it kept !X,/X,.I below 10 and
readjusted itself in an average time of less
than 10 seconds. In some cases the absorber
had to activate twice to get !XdX.I back
to a completely stable position. TIlis was
due to the region of instability in the motor
activation relay. Two peaks in curve (b)
drove the recording pen to its upper limit
and do not reflect the true valucs of the
response.

It is interesting to note that although
the absorber is designcd to keep IXdXoI
less than 1.55. the usnal equilibrium point
is considerablv less than this value.

This absorber did not function well in
all the tests. Two examples are shown in
Figure 12. TIle set of curvcs (a), (b),

~:~.r---..-.. - ~--.. ~ -.
~~~r

Flcuaa 12. Absorber instabilities.
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and (c) and the set of curves (e), (f),
and (g) arc the results of tests conducted
in the same manner as before (Figure 10)
but with different rates of exciting frequency
change. The rate of frequency change for
curves (a), (b), and (c) was between that
of the two sets in Figure 10. In this case,
as the exciting frequency increased beyond
the absorber range, the motor adjustcd back
toward its lowest frequency position. When
the exciting frequCI1cy began to decrease,
the motor had to complete the cycle to its
low frequency limit, return to its high fre
quency limit, and adjust back to the proper
position. 111e rcsult of this wasted motion
was the instability shown in curve (c) where
IX1/Xoi increased almost to the level of
the maximum value of IXdXu[ for the pri
marv svstcm alone.

Onc' pOSSible method to avoid the in
stability in curve (c) is to change the motor
direction wllcn the exciting frequency re
verses its direction of change. Curve' (d)
illustrates this point. The initial motor posi
tions for curve (d) and for the correspond
ing part of curve (c) were the same. How
cver, the motor dircction was revcrsed for
curve (d). It can be seen that the instability
was eliminatcd. If in an application the
exciting frequency is controlled by some
type of throttle, this means of aiding the
system stability might be practical.

Curves (e), (f), and (g) were obtained
for a very rapid rate of frequency change.
In this case the absorber was able to reduce
/XdXoI bv onlY 50%.
A~ mentioned before, the control sYstem

used in this work has several desirable fea
hues and one major weakness. The weakness
in the sYstem is that it cannot send the
motor in' the right direction. If the motor
has t<,> t~vel a relatively large distance be
fore It fmds the tuned position, another
factor becomes important, i.e., the speed
of the absorber motor. The results of the
tests presented in this section indicate that
!XdXoI does increase when the absorber
mo~or is foreed to move a great distance.
It IS natural to assume that by increasing
the motor speed these instability peaks can
be narrowed but there is a limit to the
allowable motor speed. The primary system
must respond rapidJy enough when the

motor reaches its tuned position to deac
tivate the system. This response time appears
to be the limiting factor because if it is too
great the absorber will have passed its tuned
position before the system can be deac
tivated.

CONCLUSION
If the frequency of the harmonic forcc

on the primary system varies too rapidly
or continuouslv, this absorber will not
function. A more complex absorber or
damper must be used. If the exciting fre
quency changes only occasionally and at a
slow rate, this absorber will function well.
If short-duration amplitude increases arc
acceptable, the absorber can be used effec
tively on systems subjected to an occasional
step change in exciting frequcncy. 111e ef
fectiveness of this absorber for excitations
other than simple hamlonic is unknown.

APPENDIX
Rayleigh's method rcquires the assump

tion of a deflection curve for the svstem.
This is difficult since the curvc depends
on the position of the motor. When the
motor is against the base, the deflection
curve of the vibrating rods is similar to the
static deflcction curve of a cantilever sub
jected to a point load at the end. This
assumption holds when the motor is at
the free ends of the rods also. Therefore,
the assumed deflection curve for the guide
rods is

y :::: Dx2 (3L-x) sin ",t Eq. A-I

where x and yare the coordinates defined
in Figure 2. Equation A-I is a good assump
tion for the deflection curve of the push
rod except the amplitude should be some
thing less than D. In general howevcr, the
error introduced by using the same ampli
tude should be slight. A better assumption
can be made when more accuracy is reo
quired. .

The potential energy U stored in the rods
due to bending is

JL I 2 2' S" I '22,U • 2 -2 n Cd y/d.) dx· 2" FI Cd y/d. ) c,
o lOP

Eq. A-!

Using equation A-I as the assumed deflcx'
tion, the maximum potential energy reduCt>
to the form



The kinetic energy T of the system is

T· 2S: + elY:'dX .. S: -T--pl dx .. +.r y2 J••L .. +1./ d?J •••
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NOTATION

a -distance from base of guide rods to motor

D -arbitary amplitude in assumed deflection
curve for absorber

Again using Eqnation A-I as the assumed
deflection, the maximum kinetic energy re
duces to the following form

rNa • ;u2 0Z: -it-,L7 .. *p.7 .. +.,a40L•• )2

.. 2M
b

l
6

.. T1bL4. -f-lflla
2
ell_a)l'

Eq. A-4

Eq. A-5

F.Ig -flexural rigidity of the guide rods

EIp -flexural rigidity of the push rods

F -excitation force on primary system

F0 -magnitude of harmonic force on primary
system

Equating ",:maf'Uma~~d manipulat~ng yields
the followmg expressIon for the fust mode
natural frequency of the absorber system

Eq. A-6

It is interesting to note that when a = 0,
k~ = (6EI f t

3
). This is twice the value of

the accep8ted spring constant of a cantilever
beam. as it should be.

1m -mass moment of inertia of the motor about
an axis through its guides

I b -mass moment of inertia of the brace about
an axis through its mounting brackets

k
l

-spring stiffness of the primary system

k2 -effective spring stiffness of the absorber

ma -total mass of the absorber components

mg -mass/unit length of the guide rod

mp -mass/unit length of the push rod

m
pr --original mass of the primary system before

the absorber is attached

The only remamIng relationship needed
is that for mI. This can be calculated as
follows
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m + m
p a Eq. A-9

ml -effective mass of the primary system with
the absorber attached

m
2

-effective mass of the absorber

Hb -mass of the brace

Hm -mass of the motor

-time coordinate (sec)

T -kinetic energy of absorber

Tmax -maximum kinetic energy of absorber

-potential energy of absorber

U -maximum potential energy of absorber

U -coordinate along the length of the guide
max rods [Figure 2]
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Xo -<lisplamnmt of primal}' dfective mass from
equilibrium [Figure 1(:a) ]

xl
-amplitude of vibr:ation of the primary dfec

ti\'e IIWJ

Xl -di.plamnmt of the absorber dfeetive m:ass
from equilibrium [Figure I (a) ]

X 2 -primary' system amplitude magnification
factor

XlIX -deflection coordin:ate of :absorber system.
o Figure 2

y -tan -l(dy/dx)

cp -::rcncy of the excitation for~ (radians/

w -point in Figure 3 corresponding to the
highest absorber n:atural hequm~'

w
H -point in Figure 3 corresponding to the low·

est absorber natul':ll hequency

Wn ~t-off rints corresponding to U\'e1 A in
Figure

la, 2a -<:ut-off r ints corresponding to Level B in
Ib,2b Figure
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